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IN THE ARGENTINE-CHILEAN CoRDILLEnA . . 

LANIN. 

First Ascent, February 9, 1933 . 
. 

ENERAL: Lanin, an extinct volcano 12,390 ft. high, is 
situated in lat. 39° 40' S. and long. 71 o 30' W., i.e. some 400 

miles to the S. of the volca'nic belt which burst into eruption in 
March of 1932. The Argentine-Chile frontier passes over its cone. 
The summit is covered with an ice cap, the thickness of which, on 
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The key to the ascent. 
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the evidence of the abrupt ice-wall of its northern edge, is about 
150ft. The cap extends some 4000 ft. from the summit on the S., 
diminishing to 300ft. on the sunny northern slopes. 

The history of the mountain, in an Alpine sense, has not been 
altogether stainless, as in 1925 an attempt on the summit, led by 
a well-known German mountaineer then Consul in Chile ended in 
disaster. .Many different versions of the accident are current, but 
the most probable is that which puts the onus of the slip on the last 
man on the rope. He was the least experienced member of the party 
of three, and his slip was at so unexpected a moment that the others 
were pulled from their steps. All were more or less badly injured 
in the resulting fall, but the leader 1 was particularly unlucky in 
that his head struck on a rock. He died while being carried down to 
the base. 

Apart from this ill-fated expedition there have been two attempts 
to climb the peak, but both were abandoned before reaching the 
top, though for what reason is not known . 

• 

Approach. 

As with the majority of Andine peaks, Lanin is not easily reached 
in the course of 15 days' leave, the nearest railway station being 
Zapala, some 150 miles to the N.E., and the access roads from there 
indifferent. In this case the trip to the foot was accomplished in 
two days by utilising the postal lorry which makes the round trip
Zapala, Junin de los Andes, San Martin, Zapala once a week, 
leaving Zapala every Monday morning. This stretch proved very 
tedious, as the road runs through arid desert country and is seldom 
within sight of the ' cordillera,' being located for the most part 
along the flat bottom of the ravines which are so noticeable a feature 
of the region. The return trip occupied a week, being made on 
horseback via Alumine and the Sainuoo Pass, a pack-mule loaded to 
70 kilos. being used for the party's equipment. · 

From Junin de los Andes to the N.E. foot of the mountain is a run 
of some 70 km., and this was covered in the postmaster's Ford. 
Those who may wish to visit the same region should note that no 
cars for hire exist in J unin, and private arra~gements for transport 
over this stretch should be made beforehand. The road is in fair 
condition for motor traffic up to Lake Tromen, but the Mahuil Malal 
Pass is not used by cars. 

Routes. 

It is surprising to examine the routes adopted by the previous 
attempts on Lanin. It would seem that none of the parties had 
n1ade a thorough reconnaissance of the mountain. In particular, 
------------------------------------------------------
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the unfortunate German Consul chose a route which involved. at 
least 2000 ft . of st ep-cutting, and to make ·matters more difficult on 
the "W. flank, which is the one exposed t0 the ·o0ld, prevailing wind 
of the region. Whether ·or n0t :he adopted this course in order to 
.est ablish 'itn all--Chilean I'oute t(J) the top will never be known, but 
tb.~t tb.e decision ·was misguided must be obvious to anyone who 
raa.mines the pealk in tdetail. 

!From a previous study of photographs it was decided to rnake an 
:attempt from the N.E. (or the Lake Tromen side), and aim at a black 
rock shoulder which sticks prominently out of the ice cap towards 
the lake, at a height of about 12,100 ft. It was evident that once on 
this shoulder , an uncrevassed ice slope at a r easonable angle would 
give easy access to the summit. An additional advantage of this. 
route lay in its N. aspect with a corresponding minimum of snow 
work. Furthermore, it was on the sheltered side of the mountain .. 

Looking at the mountain for the first time on February 7 it was 
agreeable to see the theorising on the photographs confirmed, and 
it was decided to lose no time in getting off the mark, the more so 
as t he weather was perfect. 

The A scent. 

F ebruary 8 saw a base camp established at about 3600 ft., near the 
'Tromen' Police det achment, and at 17.30 the party, consisting of 
A. T. Howat and myself, left to est ablish a ·bivouac as near the 
tree line as possible, with the idea of bagging the peak on the 
following day. 

The stretch covered that evening proved the worst of the whole 
climb; after leaving the road over t he Mahuil Malal Pass, seemingly 
endless groves of bamboos were encountered which tried the strength 
and tempers of both. At 21.30 the light failed, and the party was 
for ced to bivouac, but it has not been possible to find water, and the 
bott les had been left empty, as it had seemed impossible to conceive 
so luxuriant a forest not to be well provided in t hat matter. After 
such thirsty work in the undergrowth, neither felt like eating 
without a liquid accompaniment, so it was decided to make a com
bined dinner-breakfast on the following day, as soon as t he snow 
was reached. 

The bivouac had been made near the tree line, at about 5000 ft., 
and here the sleeping-bags and all dispensable kit were left when. 
the climb commenced by moonlight at 02.00 on February 9. Only 
small. cameras and a minimum of food were carried, in addition to· 
rope and ice axes. At 04.45 the first snow patch was reached. 
(about 7000 ft.) , and a banquet of beans and sausages prepared,. 
which, with 2! litres of hot tea, made ample amends for the previous. 
fast. 

Then continued the dreary trudge up slopes of loose volcanic ash,. 
interspersed with boulders of pumi0e. The tedium, however, was. 
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relieved by magnificent views, as the day was perfect. Villa Rica, 
ice-cloaked to a low level, was placidly steaming some 25 miles to the 
N.W., and far in the N. could be seen Llaim.a, also wearing a wisp 
of smoke. 

A preliminary lunch was eaten at 11.15 at the beginning of the 
steeper portion (about 10,500 ft.). It was called 'preliminary 
1 unch ' because the piece de resistance of the day a tin of Californian 
peaches was kept in reserve to be eaten as a second 1 unch after 
descent from the ice cap. 

From here a steep rib of sound pumice was followed as far as 
possible, to a height of 11,500 ft., when the rope was put on and 
a course set up a snow-filled couloir between t'Yo projecting ribs. 
The underlying ice was covered with 9 or 10 ins. of excellent snow, 
which could not have been in bett er condition; so much so that it 
was possible to kick two steps out of every three without recourse 
to the axe. Orthodox procedure was adopted throughout, and no 
chances taken. One man only moved at a time, the second man 
safeguarding the leader while step-cutting ~y belaying over an axe 
driven into the slope. At the turning-points of the zigzags large 
bucket steps were cut to afford firm stance for the leader whilst. the 
second man climbed. 

At 14.00 the shoulder (12,100 ft.) was reached, and, for the first 
time, the final stretch could be seen in det ail. Any fears as to 
whether it would go were allayed as it was seen to be uncrevassed 
and without any outstanding difficulty. Its angle was judged to be 
45°. Impressive views of the 150-ft. N. ice wall were obtained from 
here, but little t ime was lost in admiring the surroundings, as the 
cold wind was making its presence felt. 

Forty-five minutes sufficed to reach the top (14.45), and at a stroke 
the whole chain of the Andes to the S. sprang into view, from the 
placid lake Huechulafquen at the southern foot of the mountain to 
the stately trio of Bariloche peaks Tronador, Puntiagudo and 
Osorno. 

A light valley mist in Chile obscured the lower parts of the country, 
but only served to accentuate the fineness of the peaks projecting 
from it .. No trace of a crater exists on the summit, which consists 
of a snow donie furrowed by the wind and covered with brittle wind
formed icicles. The wind put a summit siesta out of the question, 
so, after a 15 minutes' spell for the taking of photographs, descent 
was commenced at 15.00. The sun had made the snow ideal .for 
glissading, so that descent was comparatively rapid,. the site of the 
previous night's bivouac being reached at 19.10. After a brief rest 
the loads were slung on and the journey back to the base started, 
with the comfortable thought of base-camp fleshpots uppermost in 
the minds of both. This was not to be, however. The failure of the 
light at 21.15 found the party again tied up by the dense undergrowth, 
and another waterless bivouac was unavoidable. 

The base camp was finally reached at 11.00 on February 10. 
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MT. TRONADOR A RECONNAISSANCE. 

General : The Cerro Tronador lies in lat. 41 o 10' S. and long. 71 o 

55' W., and is the highest peak of the Argentine lake district, 
rising to 11,780 ft. above sea-level. I t has been attempted eight 
times by German parties led by Dr. F. Reichert, the highest point 
reached by him bei~g about 11,400 ft. in the summer of 1931. 
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The present reconnaissance had for its object t he study of the 
approaches to the mountain wit h a view to finding the most feasible 
route for a future attempt on the summit. 

Route. 

It was evident from photographs that, as far as concerned the 
last 5000 ft. , the easiest route would be from the N.W., and it was 
therefore decided to examine the approach up the Rio Tronador. 
This river flows down a valley some 14 km. long, whose sides are 
fairly steep and densely covered in trees and bush, the lat ter con
sisting in the main of fuchsias and bamboo. In t he virgin stat e 
such country requires a large amount of cutting for progress to 
be made through it, but in this case a pioada of Dr. Reichert's 
made on one of his former attempts existed throughout the length 
of the valley. This picada, however , proved to be less passable than 
had been hoped, as in all low spots youn g bamboos had sprung up, 
covering all traces of a previous passage, which not only necessitated 
considerable cutting, but also lost time in finding the old trail on the 
farther side of the hollows. Owing to these delays, and to the 
impossibility of utilising mules, only 3! km. could be made good 
before pitching the base camp. This was on January 23, 1932 ; its 
height was about 1300 ft. 
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On January 24 another 4 k1n. were made good and an advance 
camp for two persons established in a clearing by the side of the Rio 
Tronador at a height of about 1500 ft. This is the only clearing 
throughout the length of the valley. On January 25 the remaining 
7 km. to the head of the valley were covered in 2! hours, the old trail 
being here easily discernible. The valley ends in a wall of con
glomerate some 2500 ft. high, over which three streams fall in 
magnificent cataracts from glacier level to the valley floor, which 
is here about 1800 ft. in height. 

A choice had to be made between an ascent of the bare wall or of 
one of the wooded side slopes containing it. The wall itself appeared 
steep, and its nature seemed to give little promise of secure holds, so 
an ascent of the eastern slope was decided on. The virgin brush 
at a steep angle proved more arduous than its appearance had 
suggested, so that it was 14.10 before the ridge was gained, the 
barometer registering 4600 ft. From here it was possible to examine 
the neighbouring ridges, and it was seen that none offered such 
a good line as the one just climbed. In particular, that pointing 
towards Casa Pangue, of which hopes had been held, was seen to be 
blocked by immense rock gendarmes of unclimbable aspect. The 
southern approaches were, unfortunately, at no time visible to us. 
A comfortable camp could be established near the point reached, 
water and fuel being abundant. From such a camp suitable weather 
could be a waited before continuing the ascent on the ice. One other 
bivouac at between 10,000 and 11,000 ft. would then be all that was 
necessary to complete the climb. 

It was hoped to climb the western side of the Rio Tronador valley 
next day, but a break-up of the weather precluded further work, and 
the advance camp was therefore struck on January 26 and a 
move made back to the base, which was in turn struck on January 27. 

Resume. 

It can be taken as proved that approach up the Rio Tronador 
valley gives the easiest route to the summit, once glacier level has 
been reached. To make the climb possible in a 15 days' leave, 
arrangements should be made for an advance party of peons to cut 
a line through the bush some time ahead of the main party. 

Dr. Reichert reports the existence of a track between Bariloche 
and Ensenada over the pass of Vuriloche, on the S. side of the 
mountain, whereby mule transport could be utilised to a height of 
about 4500 ft. If this is so, the saving in arduous and expensive 
approach work would compensate for probable increased difficulty 
on the upper slopes. This route would therefore repay examination. 

E. DE LA MoTTE. 
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